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ned the impurities, when it was possible to record the mass spectrum, were always 
less than 20%. 

For the �5Pd and for the cholesterol = C, the impurities were almost always 
above 40%, making even a tentative evaluation impossible. 

We would also like to stress that when the amount of steroid eliminated in 24 
hours is less tha 50 - 100 :µg, evaluation must be regarded as for guidance only 
and not absolute, in the sense that in reality it could be always polluted by other 
steroids or imputities, which at that level are very numerous in the urine. 

The precision of the method has been determined by repeated analyses of the 
same sample of urine collected on the 21st day of a normal cycle (Table 2). 

The results shown in Table 2 seem to us satisfactory. In this connexion we are 
unable to share the pessemism expressed by Vollmin (6), and indeed in an earlier 
work we also obtained, with the use of capillary columns and TMSi and MO-TMSi 
derivatives, acceptable standard deviation and coefficient of variation. 

Figures 3 and 4 are examples of gaschromatographic analyses. 

SUMMARY 

The method for simultaneous gaschromatographic assay of the principal neutral 
urinary steroids using glass capillary columns is described. The advantages of this 
method are described. 
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Therapeutic trials in placental insufficiency 

by 

P. GRELLA and E. ZARDINI

A study was made of the efficacy of two therapies for placental insufficiency, based 
on different precepts: the object of the first is to improve the placental blood 
flow, whereas the purpose of the second is to intervene positively in placental 
metabolism by the provision of phosphorylated glycide, fructose 1-6-diphosphate. 

Evaluation of the functional conditions of the placenta and of its modifica
tions by the two therapies was based on the radio-immunological assay of 
HCG (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1) and HPL (8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 11, 18, 19) by the double antibody
method (Kit and CEA-IRESORIN-Sclavo). 

From the 2nd Obstetric and Gynaecological Clinic, University of Padua. 








